
Experimental Use of LFT’s to relieve pain associated with Fibromylagia Symptoms in 
Mediums

Subjects Backgrounds

Tracy (Test Subject) is a psychic/medium/empath.
Tracy has a belief that she is connected to ancient Sumeria and the Annuakki and also 
believes strongly that she and David are connected through many lifetimes. 
She believes that she is routinely abducted by aliens called Annuakki
She suffers symptoms of FM associated with medium activities.

David (Researcher) is a scientist and an Audio Engineer. David is not a medium. David 
has some psychic ability. David is a trained shaman. David has a belief that he is 
connected to ancient Sumeria, the Annuakki, and also believes strongly that he and 
Tracy are connected through many lifetimes. David has unaccounted time periods in his 
life with no explanation. David feels he may also have been the subject of Annunakki 
abduction.
David and Tracy have noted a beneficial effect when their two energies mix. LFT’s seem 
to enhance that beneficial effect in pain treatment.

1st Coil treatment – 11-20-12
Trigger Event – Unknown
Location: Minden, La.
David placed three copper LFTs to the subject (Tracy), with a small one to third eye, and 
2 large ones to the temples and held them in place. Tracy felt a tingling sensation upon 
contact.
The headache eased within 1 minute. LFTs held in place by David, were left on for 15 
additional minutes after pain eased, and the pain did not return upon removal. 
David then applied LFTs to back scars over the buttocks area. While there, pain went 
away and a tingling was by Tracy associated with the application of the LFTs to the 
mentioned area. When coils were removed after 15 minutes pain returned.

2nd Coil Treatment – 11-29-12

Trigger event – History Channel, Ancient aliens, discovery of rocks in Peru with dinosaur 
depictions. Both parties watching it and commenting during phone conversation.
Location(s): Test Subject - Vidor, Texas; Researcher - Hackettstown, NJ
David was not present, but directed treatment over the phone.
Subject self applied coils and pain increased. David suggested having them held in 
place with an object and not Tracy holding them. 
Subject held the coils in place using a head wrap. Subject then experienced mild relief 
but not as much as compared to when David held the coils. 

3rd Coil Treatment – 11-30-12



Continuation of the headache of 11-29-12 outlined above. 
Location(s): Test Subject - Vidor, Texas; Researcher - Hackettstown, NJ
David was not present, but directed treatment over the phone.
The Aluminum LFT’s were substituted for the copper ones of the first two experiments. 
The subject placed the Aluminum LFTs in the same locations, and held them in place 
with a pink headband. Tingling sensation was more intense than ever before, and the 
pain was gone in around 20 seconds. 
Energy that created the headaches must have come from external source, and Tracy 
was carrying the foreign charge which was amplified by self application of coils. Once 
the self application was removed, and the LFTs were held in place by a head wrap, the 
tingling occurred, though not as pronounced, and the pain eased, but not as much as 
when Dave held them personally. Dave’s energy may be a factor. Pain was not fully 
relieved in this experiment, and was still present for quite awhile after application was 
removed.

Conclusions:
1. LFT’s amplify energy, good or bad.
2. The material of construction of the LFTs may have different properties based on 

the individual using them. If the copper does not work well, try the aluminum. I 
wonder what gold ones would do. I am basing this line of thought on the 
conductive properties of metal and electricity. Aluminum is the poorest conductor 
of the three metals mentioned, while Gold is the best. It may be that the Better 
the conductive material, the better the use would be for a second party assist in 
the healing technique, while a solo healing attempt may be better accomplished 
with the less conductive material.

3. LFT’s will null the nerve transmissions 
4. Full nullification may require externally applied bio field that is complimentary to 

subject’s bio field, or a change in the LFT conductive material
5. David’s energy may be unique to effect relief in Tracy. Individuals may be 

beneficial to the process or detrimental to the process depending on the phasing 
of each’s bio field radiation. In phase energy will add, out of phase energy will 
cancel out.

6. David’s energy may be effective in treating others, but not all.
7. David’s energy is amplified by use of copper LFT’s. Aluminum ones have yet to 

be tested this way.
8. Bio fields have polarity and frequency and as such, can be cancelled by out of 

phase Bio Fields or energy.


